BIN TIPPER
WRIGHTWAY2MT®

Multi Purpose Cradle

Waste & Facilities Equipment

wrightway2MT® MULTI PURPOSE CRADLE BIN TIPPER
Empty contents of wheelbarrow.
Empty unruly/loose waste.
Empty wheelie bins.

Fill cradle with contents of a wheelbarrow or unruly or loose waste, including bin liner bags containing waste.
Front reinforced bump panel of cradle repositions to interior of cradle to hold wheelie bins in place for emptying.
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Independently Certified wrightway2MT Bin Tipper. Standard tippers lift up to 240kgs to 1800, 1500 or 1200mm.
Custom lift height and weights available to suit specific requirements.

BIN TIPPER
WRIGHTWAY2MT®

Multi Purpose Cradle

Waste & Facilities Equipment

wrightway2MT® MULTI PURPOSE CRADLE BIN TIPPER
Empty contents of wheelbarrow.
Empty unruly/loose waste.
Empty wheelie bins.
FEATURES: Solid, well built.
All moving parts fully screened.
Minimized possibility of back injury: no lifting.
Full screening containment to catch falling objects.
Highly visual near trafficable areas; reflective black + yellow tiger tape.
IDENTIFIED RISKS MINIMIZED:
Muscular & spinal injuries, finger & hand injuries.
Debris falling onto worker & into workers.
Fingers & clothing being caught in moving parts.
Foot & leg crush injuries from falling bins & wheel barrows.

ABOVE:
Utilises removable lynch pins to reposition a specifically re-inforced Front Bump
Panel to the inside of the cradle to hold the bin by its wheel whilst emptying bins.

INDEPENDENTLY CERTIFIED TO MEET
AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS
SAFE ALTERNATIVE TO MANUAL HANDLING ON
CONSTRUCTION/BUILDING SITES OR WHEREVER
WHEELBARROWS AND WHEELIE BINS ARE BEING
EMPTIED INTO ON-SITE INDUSTRIAL SKIPS.

CONSTRUCTION SITE OPERATOR & SITE MANAGER FEEDBACK
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“ I have been a builders Labourer for 20 years and in that time
have done a lot of heavy lifting, ... I reckon that this hydraulic
bin lifter is the best thing to happen in construction for a long
time, since I have been using it on site here at Cockram, I no
longer wake up every morning with a sore back because I don’t
have to lift wheelbarrows or wheelie bins to get them emptied,
even the boss is happier as we are loading out more rubbish with
less man power so no more 2 man lifts!”
John Rofleston, Site Labourer

“Using the conventional lifter takes a lot of time &
it was unreliable, when it breaks down I needed
2 labourers to lift wheelbarrows & wheelie bins
into the skip bins so they don’t hurt their backs or
crush their legs or fingers, it has certainly helped
lift productivity & also let me get the best out of
my site labour.”
Roger Clark, Site Manager

